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  Against mice and crop failures!  Against mice and crop failures!
• 100% effective• 100% effective
• harmless to birds and cats• harmless to birds and cats
• comfortable and efficient work• comfortable and efficient work
• easy to use• easy to use

Mauki GX200

   
    

Technical specifications
Motor:   Honda GX 200
Performance:  4,8 kW / 5,5 HP
Dimension L/W/H: 126/59/64 cm
Canister:   10 liter 
Wheelbarrow: galvanized
Weight:   37 kg
Manufacturing: Switzerland
Guarantee:   2 years

Mauki GX200  
 

Art. Nr. 
MUGX200

Hour counter  

Art. Nr.
MU23015

wheelbarrow galvanized

special exhaust

extra strong holder

special handles for good 
grip

Honda industrial engine

canister for petrol-gasoline 
mixture

sounding rod

smoke bell



Design:
The sturdy and yet easy to handle wheelbarrow is hot dip galvani-
zed and equipped with a smoke bell and probe rod. The high per-
formance 5.5 HP Honda engine has state-ofthe-art technology is 
long-lasting and service friendly. For the safety of the operator the 
gas production can be turned off when relocating the device.

Application:
The MAUKI is a powerful and very reliable mole extermination de-
vice, which can also be used against voles. This method of control 
is harmless to cats, birds of prey, foxes etc.

Functionality:
With a fuel pump a petrol-diesel mixture is sucked in and, precisely 
dosed, injected into the special muffler where it evaporates. These 
fumes are then lead through a flexible metal hose and a bell cap 
into the tunnel system. The high pressure of the industrial engine 
quickly distributes the fumes and presses the oxygen out of the 
tunnel system. The pests have no chance to escape. Within se-
conds the respiratory tract is paralyzed. This leads to a quick and 
painless death. There is no risk of secondary poisoning in case the 
stunned or dead mouse is eaten by a cat or a raptor.


